Many studies have demonstrated that cold and hot temperatures are associated with increased deaths and hospitalization rates; new findings indicate also an association with more specific cardiac risk factors. Most of these existing studies have relied on few weather stations to characterize exposures; few have used residence-specific estimates of temperature, or examined the exposure-response function. We investigated the association of arrhythmia episodes with spatial and temporal variation in temperature. We also evaluated the association between monitored ambient temperature (central) and the same outcome. This longitudinal analysis included 701 older men participating in the VA Normative Aging Study. Arrhythmia episodes were measured as ventricular ectopy (VE) (bigeminy, trigemini or couplets episodes) by 4min electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring in repeated visits during 2000-2010. The outcome was defined as having or not VE episodes during a study visit. We applied a mixed effect logistic 
Introduction
Cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases are among the greatest causes of morbidity and mortality in adults in the United States and world-wide (Lloyd-Jones et al., 2009) . Ventricular tachyarrhythmia, primarily ventricular tachycardia (VT) and ventricular fibrillation (VF), are common mechanisms of sudden cardiac death (Myerburg et al., 1992) .
The recently released Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report (IPCC, 2014) provided strong evidence that CO 2 emissions will lead to warmer temperatures, and more extreme heat and cold events (Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004) . Numerous multi-city timeseries analyses have demonstrated that cold and hot temperatures, as well as temperature extremes, are associated with increased death and hospitalization rates in the days following these weather conditions (Basu, 2009; Analitis et al., 2008; Ye et al., 2012; Breitner et al., 2014) . Increased mortality has been linked not only to heat wave episodes (Kaiser et al., 2007; Le Tertre et al., 2006; Ostro et al., 2009 ), but also to exposure to colder weather conditions (Analitis et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2014) . These studies focused on hospital admissions or mortality, while fewer studies have investigated patient's specific onset of arrhythmia (Nguyen et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2015; McGuinn et al., 2013) . Some studies showed that chronic disease including cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, mental illness, but also sociodemographic characteristics, and social isolation may heighten susceptibility to temperature-related mortality (Basu, 2009; O'Neill et al., 2003; Zanobetti et al., 2013) , and that even without known chronic medical conditions, aging may increase susceptibility to the cardiovascular effects of temperature extremes and changes in temperature.
The relationship between temperature and mortality and hospitalization has been shown to be non-linear (Nordio et al., 2015) and spline methods as well as Artificial Neural Networks (Kassomenos et al., 2011) methods to study the effect of non-linear parameters such as the temperature on cardiovascular admissions have been used.
Most epidemiologic studies have relied on weather data from the major city airport to characterize exposure, ignoring important factors that may influence temperature at individual residences including urban heat islands, distance from water, and amount of impermeable surface (Kloog, Chudnovsky, et al., 2012; Kloog et al., 2014) . This introduces substantial exposure error into all of those studies.
We have recently presented and validated a temporally-and spatially-resolved prediction model utilizing satellite surface temperature data to estimate daily ambient temperature at the participant's home address. With this method, we estimated purely spatial variation based on the differences between predicted temperatures on a given day at each participant address relative to the central site monitor. Using resident specific exposure is particularly important when the population under study is not a working population, but, as in our study, is an elderly population who rarely leaves home.
In a previous study , we investigated the association between temporally and spatially resolved black carbon (BC) and PM 2.5 (particulate air matter with aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 micrometers) and ventricular ectopy (VE) in the Normative Aging Study, and we found that increases in levels of short-term traffic related pollutants (both black carbon and PM 2.5 ) were associated with increased risk of such episodes in this cohort of elderly subjects. In this follow up study, we investigated the association between fine scale spatial and temporal variation in temperature and VE episodes among participants of the Veterans Affairs (VA) Normative Aging Study (NAS) residing in the greater Boston area. We compared the estimated health effect based on our spatio-temporal exposure prediction model to those based on a single local weather monitor located at Boston Logan Airport. We also examined the form of the exposure-response relationship.
Methods
As in our previous study, the participants included in this analysis were enrolled in the Normative Aging Study (NAS), an ongoing longitudinal study of aging established by the Veterans Administration in 1963, details of which have been published previously . Briefly, the NAS is a closed cohort of 2,280 community-dwelling men from the Greater Boston area aged 21 to 80 years at the time of entry, who were enrolled after an initial health screening determined that they were free of known chronic medical conditions. Subjects were asked to return for onsite physical examinations and questionnaires every 3-5 years. Dropout has been less than 1% per year in this cohort and predominantly occurs when participants move out of the study area. The other major reason for loss to follow-up has been mortality. Eligibility for this study required continued participation as of the time when heart rate variability measurements began in November 2000. Since 1963, every 3 to 5 years, participants have undergone routine physical examinations, laboratory tests, collection of medical history information, and completion of questionnaires on smoking history, educational level, food intake, and other factors that may influence health.
Diabetes was defined as a physician diagnosis of diabetes, use of any diabetes medication, or fasting glucose >126 mg/dL. Body mass index (BMI) was computed as the weight in Kg divided by the squared of the height in meter. Obesity was defined as a body mass index greater than or equal to 30. In addition, BMI was recalculated based on height and weight measurements at each visit. Self-reported data on diabetes status and statin use were updated at each study visit and confirmed by a physician interview. Thus, this data reflect changes in disease status and medication use over time.
The study was approved by the Human Research Committees of the Harvard School of Public Health and the Department of Veterans Affairs Boston Healthcare System, and written informed consent was obtained from participants prior to participation (Bell et al., 1972) .
Electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement and analysis
Examinations were done in the morning, after an overnight fast. After a 5 minute rest, with the subject seated, a 5 to 10 min ECG was taken with a two-channel (five lead) ECG monitor (Trillium 3000; Forest Medical, Inc., East Syracuse, NY) using a sampling rate of 256 Hz per channel. A detailed description of the protocol has been previously published (Park et al., 2005) . Briefly, with PC-based software, beats were automatically labeled and assigned tentative annotations, and then an experienced scanner reviewed the results to correct for any mislabeled beats or artifacts, and the best 4-consecutive-minute intervals were used for the analysis. 153 measurements were excluded because of ECG recordings that had recording time < 3.5 minutes, or insufficient T wave amplitude.
We examined arrhythmia episodes measured as ventricular ectopy (VE) episodes. We defined VE as having bigeminy, trigeminy or couplets episodes. We then created an indicator variable for having (=1) or not having (=0) VE episodes during a study visit.
We examined 1448 observations of subjects who had either one (n = 701), two (n = 451), three (n = 217), or four (n=79) ECG measurements over time.
Diabetes, obesity, and statin use, were treated as time-varying covariates, where the status was updated at each visit.
Air pollution and meteorology
Hourly mean temperature (°F) measurements across the Northeast U.S. for 2000-2011 were obtained from two sources: The National Climatic Data Center (NCDC, http:// www.ncdc.noaa.gov/) and Weather underground Inc. (WU, https:// www.wunderground.com/). PM 2.5 and black carbon (BC) concentrations were continuously measured at the stationary ambient monitoring site at the Harvard Supersite in Boston, MA. We also estimated: 1) BC exposures using a validated spatiotemporal land-use regression model that provides daily estimates of BC concentrations throughout the greater Boston, Massachusetts, area. 2) Daily predictions of PM2.5 concentration levels across New England for 2000-2008 at a 10×10 km spatial resolution, using satellite based physical aerosol optical depth (AOD) measurements (Gryparis et al., 2007; Paciorek et al., 2009) . Full details of the modeling framework have been previously published (Kloog et al., 2011; Kloog, Coull, et al., 2012) . Estimated spatially and temporally resolved estimates of PM 2.5 and BC concentrations were considered in sensitivity analyses to examine potential confounding by this co-exposure.
Temperature Exposure Prediction
The present study uses 1×1 km air temperature (T a ) data estimated from surface temperature (T s ) measured by satellites. Specifically, meteorological data was obtained from the National Climatic Data Center for all weather stations in New England. Data from Weather Underground stations in New England were also obtained, and these ground level monitors were used to calibrate satellite measurements. We started by calibrating the T s -T a relationship for each day using grid cells with both T a and T s measurements. This daily calibration was then used to predict T a in grid cells in New England without T a measurements but with available T s measurements. To fill in cell or days when no T s measurements were available, we fit a second model; specifically we applied a generalized additive mixed model regressing predicted temperature in each grid cell on available days against the nearest monitor, land use terms, and a smooth function of latitude and longitude of the grid cell centroid. The performance of the estimated T a was validated by ten-fold cross-validation. Out-of-sample R 2 was found to be very high (R 2 = 0.947, yearly variation 0.933-0.958 for the years 2000-2011) for days with available satellite T s measurements. Excellent performance was also observed even for days with no available T s data (R 2 = 0.940, yearly variation 0.902-0.962 for the years 2000-2011). More details are provided in Kloog et al. .
For both the temperature predictions based on this spatio-temporal prediction model as well as daily monitored temperature from Logan Airport, we constructed the same day temperature and the mean of temperature of lags 1-3 before a given subject visit as exposure variables. Prior studies have indicated that the former better captures the effects of hot days and the latter better captures the effect of cold days (Braga et al., 2001) . We also created the 2 and 3 days average of temperature before a given subject visit as exposure variables.
Statistical Analyses
In this study our exposure variables were temperature measured at Logan Airport (hereafter referred to as central temperature) and spatially and temporally resolved temperature from our model (referred to as resident-specific temperature). Our outcome was VE episodes, which were dichotomized as present or absent at each study visit.
We applied mixed logistic regression models in order to account for correlation among measurements on the same subject across different medical visits. This is a standard approach for analyzing longitudinal data with repeated measures on the same subject (Fitzmaurice et al., 2004) . We adjusted for confounders defined a priori based on our previous study. We included in all models random subject-specific intercepts and fixed effects for BMI, age, cumulative cigarette smoking in pack-years, use of medication such as angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitor (ACE inhibitors), β-Blockers, calcium blockers, statins, having diabetes (yes/no), and alcohol consumption characterized by an indicator of whether a subject consumed 2 or more drinks per day. We adjusted for seasonality using sine and cosine terms, and a linear variable for year to capture long-term changes in both outcome and exposure.
We also adjusted for socioeconomic status (SES) at the individual level with average income and years of education (defined as less than 12 years, 12-16 years, over 16 years). At the neighborhood level for each subject's residence we used the 1999 Census data, available at the Census block, with 1) percent below poverty level, and 2) percent of population over 25 years of age without a high school diploma, both for the census block group..
As has been done in previous studies in the same NAS cohort, we applied inverse probability weighting (IPW) to correct for a potential survival bias in the cohort (Hernán et al., 2006) . We assumed that the probability at the first visit was 1; we then estimated the probability of having a second, third and subsequent visit using logistic regressions given relevant factors at the previous visit: age, BMI, smoking status, pack-years, hypertension, cholesterol, and diabetes. We used the inverse of the predicted probabilities of appearing in the sample as the weights in the mixed effects logistic models for the arrhythmia outcome.
We studied the exposure-response relationship between the outcome and exposure by including a penalized spline (Ruppert et al., 2003) for the exposure variables in the model for the same day temperature, and up to the 3 days average of temperature. The spline for the same day temperature was estimated with 1 degree of freedom and was therefore linear, while the relationship was non-linear for the average of temperature.
Given that the model presented a linear relationship between VE and the same day temperature but non-linear with averaging times of temperature, our final model included the same day temperature as a linear variable plus the spline of the average of the previous 1 to 3 days temperature, as this longer average has been shown to better capture effects of cold temperature.
To examine effect modification we included an interaction term between the exposure and a given effect modifier that partitioned the sample into subjects. When estimating the joint effects of same-day exposure and the previous 1-3 day average exposure in the same model, we included an interaction term for a given modifier for the same-day exposure and an interaction in the smoothing function for the previous 1-3 day average exposure.. The effect modifiers examined were diabetes, obesity and statin use.
The results are reported as odds ratios (OR) per 1° C increase in the same day linear temperature. When including the penalized smoothing function for the effect of the mean of lags 1-3, we report the plots and the odds ratio at 0° C (for the cold effect) and at 22° C (for the hot effect) compared to the average temperature (11°C). The analyses were performed with statistical software R 2.15.1.
Results
In Table 1 we present characteristics of the patients, together with the VE and the exposure variables, among the NAS population during the years 2000-2010. Table 2 shows the results of the association between VE episodes and the two different metrics of temperature, for several models. For 1° C increase in the same day residencespecific temperature exposure (Table 2 , model 1), we found an increase in the odds of having ventricular ectopic beats of 1.10 (95% CI: 1.04-1.17). The odds ratio associated with 1° C increase in central temperature (Table 2 , model 5) was 1.05 (95% CI: 1.02-1.09). The OR estimate for the resident-specific temperature is outside the confidence interval of the association between outcome and central temperature, suggesting that the resident-specific temperature estimates (OR=1.10) are higher compared to the estimate of the central site temperature (OR=1.05). On the other hand the OR for central temperature is not significantly lower compared to the OR for resident-specific temperature.
In sensitivity analysis, we included residence-specific black carbon (BC) and PM 2.5 and we found that these pollutants did not confound the association between both temperature metrics and VE. (Table 2 , models 2, 3, 6, and 7)
We then examined the form of the exposure-response relationship (Figure 1 ) by including penalized smoothing functions of the exposure in the models.
We found that the relationship was linear for the same day exposure (not shown), but it was non-linear, with a U or J shaped pattern for the lagged moving averages as shown in Figure 1 for both temperature metrics. We found a different shape for the two curves. While the central temperature has an inverse J shaped pattern, the resident-specific temperature response curve is more U shaped reaching higher risks with higher temperature compared to the central temperature curve. In Table 2 , for each model, we report the results at 0 °C and at 22°C compared to the average temperature (11 °C), which correspond to a difference of 11 (22-11=11) degrees respectively.
In the model (Table 2 , model 4) where the exposure was fit using both linear and non-linear residence-specific temperature we found increases in the odds of having ventricular ectopic beats with an OR of 1.15 (95% CI: 1.1-1.2) for the linear term for same day temperature, while for the penalized spline for the lagged (1-3 days) average of temperature we found an OR of 5.7 (95% CI: 16.6-1.96) at 0 °C and an OR of 1.4 (95% CI: 3.9-0.5) at 22 °C compared to average temperature. The effects were similar but with smaller effect sizes when we used central temperature as our exposure (Table 2, model 8). In this model, we found an OR 1.08 (95% CI: 1.03-1.12) for the linear term for the same day central temperature; an OR of 2.2 (95% CI: 4.7-1.1) at 0 °C and an OR of 0.7 (95% CI: 1.4-0.4) at 22 °C compared to average temperature for the spline of 1-3 days average temperature. To compare these results with the same day estimate, the odds ratio for an increase of 11 °C in temperature (instead of 1°C increase) would be an OR of 2.99 (95% CI: 1.5-5.8) for residence-specific temperature and OR of 1.8 (95% CI: 1.2-2.7) for central temperature.
For both temperature metrics, these results show a significant immediate effect of warm temperature as expressed by the same day temperature. Warm temperatures in the previous days also affect VE with a similar effect estimate to the same day temperature. The OR at 0 °C is much larger than the corresponding OR at 22 °C, indicating a larger effect on VE at colder temperatures. Moreover the effect estimates using the resident-specific temperature are larger compared to the estimates using the central site temperature.
We then examined effect modification by obesity, statin use, and having diabetes, but we didn't find any evidence of modification by personal characteristics with both same day temperature and the 1-3 days average of temperature. The interactions between each modifier and the exposure linear term were not significant, while the plots of the smoothing functions of the average exposures by each of the modifiers didn't show a clear different pattern.
Conclusions
This study provides evidence that temperature is associated with increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias. We estimated that the immediate effect of temperature is linear, but that the delayed effect over the previous 3 days is non-linear with a U or J-shaped pattern, depending on the model. While the 3 days cumulative exposure present stronger effects at 22 °C compared to the average temperature, when including both a linear term for same day temperature and a spline for the average of one to three days before the ECG measurement, we found a steeper slope at colder temperatures. Therefore we found that an increase in warm and a decrease in cold temperature increase the risk of having ventricular arrhythmias.
When comparing the results using central temperature and the resident-specific temperature we found that the associations for the resident-specific temperature were larger compared to the estimates using the central temperature as exposure suggesting that the use of spatially resolved temperature data might reduce downward bias due to exposure error.
We also found a different shape for the two exposure-response curves, with the residentspecific temperature curve presenting higher risks for higher temperature, compared to the central temperature curve which was more flat at higher temperature. This has potential implication for climate change as it would suggest that localized temperatures are more important than the regional temperature.
In Boston, patients with implantable cardioverter-defibrillators exposed to drier air and lower temperatures were associated with the onset of atrial fibrillation (Nguyen et al., 2015) . In the same cohort the authors found a nonlinear association between outdoor temperature and ventricular arrhythmias, with lower temperature and drier air were associated with increased risk of ventricular arrhythmia onset (Nguyen et al., 2013) . Similarly, in another study of implanted cardiac defibrillators and daily outdoor temperatures McGuinn et al. found a negative association between outdoor temperature and ventricular arrhythmias (McGuinn et al., 2013) . These cohorts examined potentially life threatening outcomes, and the patients were at higher risk (implanted defibrillators) compared to the present study where subjects were without known chronic medical conditions.
Mechanisms for effects of temperature on the risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality are imperfectly understood. Studies investigating the associations between temperature and cardiac risk factors, such as blood pressure (Halonen et al., 2011a; Alpérovitch et al., 2009; Lanzinger et al., 2014) , markers of inflammation (Halonen et al., 2010; Schäuble et al., 2012) , changes in heart rate and repolarization parameters (Hampel et al., 2010) , and cholesterol (Yamamoto et al., 2003; Halonen et al., 2011b) , have shown divergent results.
The elderly and those with several chronic health conditions have difficulty thermoregulating and acclimatizing to heat and cold (Kenny et al., 2010) . They have lower metabolic heat production and are more prone to develop disorders of thermoregulatory function (Collins, 1986) . Extreme heat or cold conditions may be associated with an increased frequency of ventricular tachyarrhythmias and may trigger cardiac arrhythmias in vulnerable populations (Fries et al., 1997) . Decreases in air temperature (cold) can cause a sympathetic reflex that reduce heat loss by redistributing blood to the core and produce an increase in cardiac output (Cagle and Hubbard, 2005) . Temperature extremes (hot or cold) may influence sympathetic drive, peripheral arterial resistance, blood pressure, central blood volume, and ventricular filling pressure, particularly in people with diabetes, or other conditions resulting in compromised regulatory responses. The physiologic adjustments made by the human body to preserve body temperature could increase cardiac work and sympathoadrenergic activation (Fries et al., 1997) . High heat exposures, dehydration, renal compromise and electrolyte imbalance may also worsen arrhythmia risk. Cold weather conditions could contribute to the occurrence of arrhythmias through activation of both the sympathetic nervous system and the coagulation system. Vasoconstriction induced by cold weather increases blood pressure, heart rate, and left ventricular end-diastolic pressure and volume. These changes increase heart workload and may reduce the ischemic threshold, especially among individuals with compromised coronary circulation (Abrignani et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 2010) , and in turn trigger arrhythmia onset.
One limitation of this study is that these results cannot be generalized to other populations without further research as our study population consisted entirely of elderly men, 97% of whom were white. Moreover, people spend most of their time indoors, therefore these results might not be representative of the wider populations, even though the correlation between indoor and outdoor temperature is high. Additionally, there may be survivor bias if the subjects who continue to participate are healthier than other older people, but that we accounted for by using IPW.
In conclusion, these results add support for the hypothesis that both lower and higher temperature may be associated with increases in ventricular arrhythmias. Moreover, the associations using the resident-specific temperature are larger than the associations using central site temperature. Table 1 Characteristics of the VA Normative Aging Study subjects at baseline and across all visits and distributions of the weather and outcome variables Table 2 Odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the association between ventricular ectopy episodes and temperauture for different models 
